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To the All-Indian· Conference of Workers~
and Peasants' Parties.
The Communist International supporting everywhere the
revolutionary movement of the toilers .and the oppressed, through
your organisation; albeit not par~ of .ur jnternational body, send
its greetings to the workers and peasants. of India now waging a
heroic struggle against imperialist oPpression and feudal reaction
upon one of the most important sections of the world front. The
victorious progress of this straggle demands in oar opinion,
above all, the creation of an independent class pa"ly of the p"ollllarial, the uniting and raising of the isolated actions of the peasantS
to the highest political level, and the formation of a real revolutionary bloc of workers and peasants, under the leadership of the
proletariat not in the {tWill 01 a unilild fIJ"RIlYS' am/ peasants' pa"ly,
but on the basis of co-operation in deeds between the mass organisations of the proletariat OR the one hand, and peasant leagues
and committees on the other, for the overthrow .of the imperialists
and the destruction of the political and economic basi~ of colonial
exploitation and slavery. The growing influence of . the worker~
and peasants' parties, and particularly the attendance of thousands
of peasants at yaur provincial conferences, provt;s that the understanding of the necessity for this militant bloc is penetrating among
·ever larger masses of toilers.
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Your Conference is taking place at a moment which may
become the'turning point in the history of the national revolution.
The furious preparations of the British bourgeoisie for a new
imperialistic slaughter, and the intensification of all forms of colo·
nial plunder and terror, place the peoples of India in a position
from which there is no other way out, but open and determined
fight for the overthrow of the alien yoke. The revolutionary crisis
in the country is maturing. In the strike movements various
detachment of the working class (particularly the textile workers
of Bombay) begin to come out as an independent force, conscious
of the irreconcilability of its interests with imperialism and the
chaffering bourgeoisie, and of its historic role as the champion of
the national revolution. More painfully, and slowly, but with
equal certainty, the oppressed, ruined and disunited peasantry is
entering the path of organised struggle. Growing unemployment,
ruin and hopelessness stir also the town petty bourgeoisie to revo·
lutionary activity. The pent·up discontent of the masses, the .
despair, and the sublime hatred for the oppressors, is already
breaking forth to tran.sform these isolated and defensive actions
into an aggressive fight against British imperialism and its native
allies, that is the fundamental task before your Conference.
The main obstacle to the victorious organised struggle
against Britls!!. imperialism aDd its feudal allies·in the period of
increasing terrorism and bloody repression-is the influence of
opportunist bourgeois na.tionalism. Each day brings and will
bdng fresh proof of the treachery of the bourgeoisie, of its bringing, before imperialism, of its intetrtioll t& baFgain a.n.d to come to
terms with the latter behind the backs of the toilers of India and
at their expense. Lately this treachery has assumed thA! characw
ter of the most cynical toying witk the srogan of "independenc~'
which the Swarajists now throw out tei) deceive the masses. now
tucked away in their pocked (the Motilal Nehru' Report), in order
to penetrate into the Simon Commission through. the back stain,
and now raise again in a distorted shape, simultaneollsly witll
the "dominion status" slogan. HowevCl' erl1de· and downdght
dishonesty this game may be, the penal regime and bloody
repression of any exposing criticism. particl1hl'rly Communist
criticism, create a state of things under which the fraud' of bGurgeois
nationalism still keep its hold on a' considerabfe section. of the
. toilers. The, struggle against this fraud- compels YOll no~ only
to determined' and relentless- exposure of the bourgeois: treachery,
exposure, but also through systematic everyday actwely to- bring
home this exposure to the masses of the workers and peasants. The'
experience of the !ast movement in Bardoli showed: how, great the
danger is still that not only the bourgeoisie, but even the usurers,
who buy ouj the peasants' lands. find themselves able to.subordinate
the movement o( the peasant. and to utilise it for their own ends.
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No declarations of readiness to combat. opportunism have any
revolutionary worth if there is no practical and actual proof of
the wagging.,. of this struggle among the masses, and of
the overcoming of the bourgeois influence is persistent every
day work.

...

The greatest danger to the organisation of the masses, to
the creation of a revolutionary bloc of the proletariat and the
peasantry and to the proletarian leadership in this bloc, consists
not only in bourgeois nationalism as such, but comes from the
organisations and groups of "prominent" petty-bourgeois intellectuals actually influenced by the former the "Independence LeaglPJ."
The wavering and oscillating petty-bourgeois intellectuals. of
India. are either tied up with the system of landlordism alld usury
and preach a return to obsolete forms of precapitalist exploitation
idealised by them, or they reflect the interests of capitalist
exploitation being the agents of the bourgeoisie within the
national movement. In either case they deny the importance
o[ th~ class struggle. and whilst claiming to be "at. the head"
~ the workers' and peasants' movement, they are fit in reality
~nly to behead it.
The better elements alone of the petty. bourgeoisie intellectuals with a revolutionary frame of mind may
rise to the proletarian class viewpoint, and become a positive
factor in the natioJ:)al-revolutionary struggle.
The "Independence League" at least in its present shape
in fact assists official Swarajism in its nefarious play with the
slogans of "independence" and "dominion status" Duly appreciating
the very fact of the .organisation of this League
proof that at
the present time one cannot approach the masses without demanding.
independence and the overthrow of imperialism, your Conference
at the same time cannot fail to disassociate itself from the confusion
and twaddle which characterises the advertised League platform
with its lavish promises.
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The masses must realise that all the talk of the organisers
of the League in their platform about" nationalisation .. and "socialisation" is an empty sound if in the same breath they recommend
FOR THE PRESENT .. impartial board for arbitration with a
view to making st~ikes and lockouts unnecessary" (platform of the
Bengal Imdependellfe League).
There cann~t be a shadow of confidence in the verbal promises of the League generally, wihen in reality some of its leaders
( the chairman of the Bengal branch of the League, S. C. Bose)
continue to play ~e part of blacking organisers (betrayal of the last
strike in Jamshe~pur). The masses want frOni the political leaders
of the petty-bourgeoisie not words but revolutionary deeds. The
J;Ilore determincq and outspoken your criticism, the SOone;r the

League will either expose itself as the Left-wing of bourgeois
nationalism, or having shaken off the politicians at the head, will
join, for a certain period and within certain limits,the nationalrevolutionary camp (retaining, however, even in this case their
incorrigible half-heartedness,' chronic wavering, and inevitable
confusion ill the wf-ole o~·their poli.tics and tactics).
The experi~nce of all revolutions shows that the peasantry
is inevitabJy deceived and defeated if it acts with-out the alliance
and the leadership of the proletariat. In explaining to the peasantry
tj1e neeq for tl~e workers' and peasants' bloc it is not difficult at
the same time to explain to them, upon the grounds of the. sever
experie~ce of the Indian revolution, the need for th~ leadership
of the proletaria~in the bloc. The Indian proletariat has demonstrated
to all the .to.ilers that it represents the most revolutionary force in
th~ country; it has shown that it will stop at n,othing in this struggle neither in tl:).e tow¥ nor in the village, that it m..'uches and will
nlllrch, in the front rank of the fight agaipst British imperialism,
fe~dalism, aad the reformist bourgeoi.sie. The proletatiat is helping and will help the peasantry which has been thrust by imperialism iuto a singular condition of humiliation. disunion and barbaric exploitation, shr.ouded in the falsehoods of religion, caste and
nationalism, to organise its force and to break shackles of slavery,
bondage, land hunger, and imperialist and feudal oppression. The
Iead~rship of the proletariat, as the more concent~ated, united,
enlightened and har.dend section of the toilers in this struggle, will
secure the victory to the workers' and peasants· bloc_ It is extremely
important to demonstrate to th~ peasants in deeds and practice the
significance of fighting aIlian.ce with the proletariat in their everyday struggle, already now.
The o.rganisation of the workers' and peasants' bloc is based
I?-pon. the cQmm\>;p. i.nteres.t of the workers, peasants, and the town
poo~, in the fight against imperialism and feudal reaction. Nevertheless, it does not eliminate the class. differences, and therefore, it
qoe,$. not impl" b}/ an" means tke fusion of Ihe 'lIIOTkel'S anti peasmzls
i.taanePARTY. III the Great October Rev{)lution the proletariat. gained the. f<lllowing of the peasantry of all the nations which
inhabitated the former tzarist Russia just because it was organised
into the independent Bolshevik Party, armed with the MarxianLeninist theory, irreoncoilable to petty-bourgeois wave rings, disciplined, self-sacrificing, capable of screening itself underground
from the blows of the tzaristterror, at the same time never ceasing
to take advantage of all the legal possibilities. The Indian proletariat, we feel sure, wil] fonow this path.
The Indian proletariat will be the champion of the nationalrevolutionary fight and lead with to victory the peasantry, the town
poor, and, all the toilers, if.it organises and consolidates its vanguardthe Communist Party, which will educate the working masses. in
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the spirit of a clear and llnmi;takabl'e class policy. in. the realisation
of the need for tremendous sacrifices in order to overthrow imperialism and- bourgeoisie. The eXisting (only on paper) Communist
Party of India. since it does not show any signs of revolutionary
life, has no greullds to· consider and even to call itself Communist,
althol1gh there are individua) Communists among its membelS.
Under the conditions ot. imperialist terror, by the feeble organisation
of the Indian workers and the< 0ullying of the reformist trade union
bureaucrats, the task of building a genuine Communist Party will
be consideI'ably facilitated if at the same time bread revolutionary
organisations of' the workers are formed with the .active participation
of Communists, or.a broad Left wing created in the trade union
movement upon the platform of consistent class struggle.
We expeet thai you, Conference will raise the que.stion of
participating in the bnilding of such broad revolutionary mass
organisation of the- wer\cers. These can be buU" only in the irre.concilable everyday struggle against impepialismaad the bourgeoisie,
3lt well as against reilrmis1ll' and the pettty-bourgeois groups u1'\der
the cloak of Socialism. The herok steadfastness. of the Indian.
proletariat in the strikes, the· rapidity with which it gathers its forces
although as yet only 10caH,. the persistent endeavours to promote
strike leaders from its OW1'l ranks,-leaves' no room 1'0 d'>ubt. that
the elements for revolutionary mass organisation.·s. of the workl7S
have matured,
We' are eonvineed' that your Conference will, discuss, and
severely· condemn tl!e grave opportunistic blunders. committec;l by
the· representative: of, the workers' and peasants' parties' in the
leadership of the strik.e movement, particularly in connec.tion with
the heroic struggle of the textile workers of Bombay. The source,
of these mistakes is the inS'11/Rcientty c1eal' stand against the
reformis~ black legs (Joshi) the relentteess exposure of whom is an,
indispensable rendition for every victorious strike (and ~or
strengthening the organisation of the proletariat in· the course ob
it~ development}.
Having yielded to· the- demand of the trade union
bureaucrats at the commencement of the strike to refrain from
exposing to the working masses the reformist treachery, the members of th workers' and peasants' parties had thus disarmed themselves also for the further struggle. Surrender to the reformists
led inevitably to surrender to the employers. to the signing of the
demands which were dictated by the chairman of the Arbitration
Commission, the Fluneky of the Anglo-Indian bourgeoisie, a
surrender all the more inadmissable since, :lS partial strikes' which
subsequently broke out proved the workers refused to giv~up the
fight in spite of all their hardships. Only by learning fram the
severe lessons of the past struggle the working class will 'promote
from its midst a consistent class leadership for the imminent. even
more decisive slrikes of the textile workers, railwaymen, miners... ·
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and metal workers. With the growing intensity of, the revolutionary
activity of the proletariat on one hand, and the bloody onslaught of
imperialism against the workers' organisation on the other (the
Trades Disputes Bill), the preparatio ll and organisation of the
general strike become the most urgent task of the current struggle.
The Indian workers who performed wonders of endurance during
the defensive fights in the fights of 1928, will show similar wonders
of valour in the forthcoming aggressive fights.
In the work among the peasants the task is to pass· from
general slogans and to draw in the peasants to the real revolutionary
struggle in the defence of the everyd:l.Y interests of the m:l.sses.
Your organisations cannot afford to wave aside even seemingly
backward manifestations of the anger of the peasantry. You must
endeavour. in every manifestation of this kind to discover its
revolutionary substance and to transfer it to a higher level of classconsciousness. In view of the tremendous variety of forms of land
tenure in India, and the multitude of forms pre-capitalist and semifeudal bondage, the best way to embrace the peasant-movement in
the various districts and localities is to organise from below peasant
leagues led wherever possible by agricultural labourers and poor peasantry proved ill the fight. It is necessary, not only in words, but in
deeds, to endeavour to raise the isolated actions of the peasants to
the level of an agrarian revolution. Under the slogans of abolition
of every form and vestige of feudalism and semi-feudalism, of
confiscation of the land of Zemindars, usurers, priests and its
transfer to the use of the toiling peasantry while securing in the
first place the interest of the poor peasants, the agrarian revolution
has been and remains the pivot of the national-revolutionary
struggle in,India.
In purging the leading bodies of your organisations from
suspicious and unreliable elements, you will, of course, above
all. be guided by the criterion of loyalty and devotion to the c~use
of the workers and peasants, remembering that the pettybourgeoisie, not to speak of the bourgeois intellectuals, are closely
tied up with the system of big landownership so that they must hy
all means combat the developing agrarian revolution.
Concerning organisational forms, your Conference will have
to discuss the question of scpar{l/inff the workers' orffanisations
from the peasants' orffanisations, so that the former be ensured a
clear cut and consistent class development, and the latter the full
embracing of the struggling peasantry. Provincial workers' and
peasants' parties, after an appropriate distribution of their branches
and members upon this class basis, are bound to develop in the
future in revolutionary mass organisations of the ,:workers on the
one hand, into peasant leagues, and committees on the other, which
in turn will strive to gain the leadership insiqe e~istillg peasan~
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bodies or will, build new peasant organisations. The periodical
conferences and meetings of fhe~e mass organisations, caHed from
time to time.."should constitute one of the forms expressing. the
militant bloc of the worker and peasant masses. If your Conference
accepts this point of view, it will put before itself the question of
formin!' a Committee for the coordination of the activities of the
local workers' and peasants' organisations, having in mind chiefly
their independent revolutionary development upon the class basis.
, The Indian toilers, in their hard struggle, are nearing the
fulfilment of their great historic task. The proletariat now organising
its forces can rely on the support of the peasantry, of the poor of the
towns, and of all the oppressed and exploited of India for whom
'there is no salvation except as the result of the triumphant revolu·tion. It can rely upon the support 'of the proletarians of all lands
and of the oppressed peoples throughout all the world .. We appeal"
to your Conferenee to wage a determined fight against waverings
and backslidings to criticise grave opportunistic. blunders, to work
out the revolutionary tactics for the forthcoming fights, to pass to
such forms'of organisation which, as international revolutionary
experience has proved, open the possibility for winning the masses
·to the cause of the R e v o l u t i o n . "
Down with British imperialism 1
,
Long live the revolutionary fight of the workers and peasants
.
of India!
Long live the revolutionary rising of the colonies!
Long live emancipated Soviet India 1
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE
COMMUNIST INTERNA TIONA!. •
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